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Bridgewater State College

ALrrERATIONS TO HUMANITIES BUILDING
& LIBRARY BEGIN IN MARCH
By Dick Steadman
In September of 1973 the Ad hoc
Space Utilization Committe was
set up by President Adrian
Rondileau. It's purpose .was to
study how the college could most
effiently deal with its constantly
rising student' enrollment. The
\.J·ommitt(~e itself. made up os 7
administrators, 7 students and 7
faculty members, was initiated
by the S.G.A., who was concerned
with making sure the students
would have a say in this important matter. In the past week
this committee has come to. a
dicision on how to meet space
deficiencies. Beginning Mar. 1·
renovations will be made on the
humanities Building and Maxwell
Library and various departments
moved to free up classroom and
office space.
By state decree BSC must be
prepared to accept an enrollment
increase of 200 students every
year until 1980. This puts a

structed so as not to bother
students using thelibrary to study.
The Park Avenue stairwells will
dut down substantially on traffic
cutting through the main floors.
The library will be left ina
position to carryon its necessary
expansion until more- space is
found outside its walls.
The moving is to begin March
1st and all construction and
relocation is to be completed by
September, 1975. An elevator is to
be installed in the Humanities
Building from other state funds
and remodeling improvements
will be made.
Dean Anderson, chairperson of
the committee considers B.S.C.
"lucky to be able to made this
move which will benefit the
college as a whole." He considers
this a necessary move so that
Bridgewater will be able to absorb its projected increased
The move is
the main library WIth access to be enrollment.
gained only throught -the Park especially benefkial to the new
Avenue sta irways. Office space Art Major on campus and unfor the English, Philosophy and doubtedly . will attract more
foreign language .departments serious art students.
Aside from the changes taking
. will also be made in the Library.
The reading lab will remain place on the campus itself, the
town of Bridgewater may vote to
there.
build
a new grammar school,.
It must be stressed that" as
these plans are being im- returning Burnell to the college
plemented the designers will be for probable use as office space.
constantly careful not to disturb Althouh there is only a slight
chance of tJ:lis occuring, it would
the inner workings of the library.
help
the BSC space crisis greatly.
Sound proof walls will be con-.

will be left for classroom space. A
proposal yet to be approved has a
classroom for Education Methods
moving into the Science Building
basement.
T he library also will have
significant changes when approved proposals have been
carried out. Classrooms will be
parL tioned into the Park Avenue
side of the 2nd and 3rd. floors of
the library. These temporary
classrooms will be cut off from

trelnedoW" burden on the college

and all departrilents which are
already overcrowded. This is
especially apparent since the
recent freeze or.. money earmarked for a new training school.
At about the time of its 'conception the committee on Space
Utilization decided to split itself
into subcommittees to study all
the buildings on campus with the
hope of finding more classroom
and office space, they came up
with four more classrooms,
twelve short of their projected
needs. As a result of the study the
committee decided to add another
seventy-five minute class block to
the scedule on Tuesdays and
Thur tJa·ys which moved the open
hour to eleven o'clock on
[,Tuesdays.
~..
The decision to institute an Art
. major played a significant role in
the committees decisions and led
to the decision to have two
suspended classrooms in the
Hurnanities Building.
They
decided to hang the classrooms
illstead of building them up from
the floor in order to save the
aesthetics of the building. Studies
have been made on the building
and it has been deemed strong
enough to accept the changes.
The heavy Art equipment will be
moved to the basement while 4
utility rooms and 1 seminar room
will be available in the main
building. To make this large scale
move, numerous other moves
were deemed necessary.
The data processing center will
be moved from the Science
Building to Boyden while the
Political Science Department will
be moved to Boyden also, The
remaining rooms in Boyden
vacated by the art department

Proposal To Revise GER's
by James Rogash
At a time when jobs 'are so
scarce and competition is at an all
time high, the revision made to
the
General
Education
Requirements might be BSC's
savior, The state government has
recently warned an state colleges
that if their graduates aren't
helped in job findings, education

funds will be cut. Thus a committee- of 12 professors with Dr.
Gerais J. Doiran as chairman,
Raymond
Raposa, Cathy
Prendergast and Joseph Burns
wrote a revised edition of the
GER.
Presently, to fill the GER each
student must take 61 hours in
courses that,. "promoted the
expansion and syntheses of the

students awareness of the diverse group program to meet the GER.,
dimensions of human experience . and. tt.c()~sis~~~ _ of; _Group I:
of knowledge. "such courses are Histories, Political Sciences,
the histories, sciences, social Economics, Social Geography.
sciences-behavioral classes, Group J.I: Psychology, Socicllogy,
cultural arts and math. Under the Anthropology, Health, En:'
revised edition, the 61 hour vironmental studies.
requirement will be cOHdensed to Group
III:
Literature,
42 hours, giving the student more Philosophy, Religion. ,
.
time to spend on his major.
Group IV: Art, Music, Theater,
The committee adopted a six- Physical Education, Spee~h.
Group V: Life sciences, Early
Science, Physical Sciences ,
Environ,emtal studies .
Group VI: Mathematics.
In this program a greater
to let women know what its like to choice will be given to the student
be your own boss.
Betty to meet GER. An example of this
gradnated from Brown Univ- freedom is in history, presently
ersity in 1964, after that she went every student must take Western
Civilization I and II to meet the
to work in electronics at MIT.
Two years ago she lost her job and GER, the revised program will
alter looking, without success, give the student a choice of diffor six months , took up making ferent types of history: Modern,
jewlery. She has been at it ever Ancient, Rennaissance .... etc~
since. Working basically in brass This freedom also holds true with
and beads, some silver, but no .. the other areas of study.
Ray Raposa, the student leader
gold, "its too expensive" she
who
has spent over 2 years on this
says. The hours are good and the
program,
believes it has a good
clientel diversified, Hln the
summer its great, you hit all the chance of passing'and will go into
operation next semester. Sorry
cont.
page 7
Seniors, it didn't happen sooner.

W011len Alone
by

SUE:'

Lawson

You may have seen them, the
posters, they were blue with red
arrows of sporatic directions.
The bottom corner read, "woman
Aone" . In fine pint was an explanation of what that meant.
The conferance , held at
Stonehill College February 7th
andsth, was one of the first of it's
kind; it brought together women,
from all over Massachusetts and
England,
SINGLE,
New
SEPARATED, WIDOWED,
DIVORCED, AND EVEN SOME
MARRIED.

The evening began with
registration, and long lines. Next
was a wine and cheese party and
general settling in. The lobby was
filled with women of all ages
though the average was about 30.
On one of thewall was a display of
mounted color photos labled,
"pictures by Val", next to thwm
were some oils also by a woman
artist. Groups stood or sat on the
floor chatting, and sipping wine.
In the corner with her wares
spread in front of her sat a
Cambridge street peddler named
Betty White. She was at the
conferance fo~ exposure, and allO
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The Right To Know
I was watching the late news a few nights ago when the ruins of a
family house appeared on the screen and the commentator began to
describe a fire that had killed two teenagers. The report did not end at
names, facts and pictures, however. With camera and microphones, it
proceeded to the hospital to interview the victims' father who had himse1f
escaped the blaze. What was it like they wanted to know and how do you
feel now. It did not stop there; it traveled to the borne of tbe grandparents
of the victims to hear the older peoples' story and to capture their tearful
rendition of what it is like to loose two loved ones ina fire.
This news? report made me a little ill. It was undoubtedly intended to
pull at the heartstrings of the hundreds of thousands of viewers. When the
report finished describing tbe fire and began interviewing, not to shed
light on ambiguities surrounding the event, but to draw Viewer pity, it .
ceased to be journalism and became sensationalism.
One of the most perplexing and enduring questions surrounding
. journalism is'howmuch the people, thereaders, the viewers, have the
right to know. Many newpaper and media people purport that the citizens
are entitled by right to know everything that happens and all the details
connected to the happening. Such reporting, it is said, keeps persons in
power honest.
I question the right of the people to know everything and the right of
the reporter to uncover it and tell them. I agree that the masses should be
aware of events affecting them directly or indirectly. But what of happenings that do not influence, help or hinder other humans? Do the
masses still have the unalterable, inborn right and priviledge to know this
also? To take another example, did the people have the RIGHT to learn
about Mrs. Ford's masectomy even before she did?
.
In a post-Watergate, post-Pentagon Papers age, it is fashionable to say
that the masses must be aware of all that goes on so as to protect them.selves. Whereas the people as a whole have the right to be informed of
events, the principals in those 'events have the right to privacy .
when what has happened to them does no taffect others. Like every other
right, God-given and Constitutionally protected, the right, to know must
be tempered.by other rights, in this case the right of privacy. Journalism
has the responsiblity to report the news; ita)so has the responsibility to
refrain from sensationalism.
','#

Dear Everbo.dy,
. '- '" _.
The food service extends, its .
best wish~s to those "awakened"
.- ..
students who chose to fast of Wed,
feb. 12. I wish to personally
thank and congratulate the BSC
"Christian Fellowship" for
\'{)I1ceiving the idea and providing
t he follow-through that resulted in
Ihe signing up of 75% of resident
students.
I hope tha t all of you who·
pal'ticipated in the 'fast know
that Interstate is contributing to a
famine relief fund an amount of
money equivilant to the value of
Ihe food saved,
Those who fasted on WedIlesday and, I hope. many more of
Interested in working on the paper but feel you can't write? Well, there
the Comment"readers are aware
are many other aspects involved in producing a weekly newspaper ot?er
of . t.he world food and famine
than writing. Layout, typing, photography, artworkj .are all Vital
elements! Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 25 and Feb 26, the Comment· problem.
I hope you are also aware that
will be holding an Open House from 6:30 - '12:00 midnight, for all inthe
problem is an ongoing one and
terested in learning just how the paper is put-out and possibly joining the
that
we, you and I contribute to it
Staff. Coffee and donuts will be on hand.
The door is open all day so feel free to drop in anytime. There's "'by our dietary preferences an
habits,
.
always someone here and something to do!
"Tiny Tim" said: "You are
SJL
what you eal.' I would go one
litep further lhan he and say:
"You arc also. 'what you don't
eat. "
The posters and other signs
Ihat have appeared this week in
Tillinghast and Great HIl dining
halls are there to remind you to
I'educe waste and to take no more
than you will eal.
In November of last year the
United Press released a story
about a student faculty project at
the University of Arizona. The
project involved a survey of food
waste in Tucson households. It
showed that Tucson residents in
one year threw· away in their
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111EPA1H

By Keith Crochie;re

The path rose, spiraled, then
ran straight up the steep mountainside. Blazing down on me
through the gaps in the trees, then
summer sun made stops
necessary ... a wearisome journey.
I sat resting. Quenching my
thirst, the wine oblitherated the
parched dryness in my throat.
The blood pounding in my ears
diminished, my gaze turned
upwards, to where the path
created the mountain top.
Strange ... sitting here in this
quiet pine forest a washing of
sound comes to me. Like the roar
of the sea, advancing then
retrea ting ... endlessly.
But there are no oceans in the
mountains! Dismissing the
thought, I shouldered my pack
and continued upwards.
This washing sound per~
( "<:.~isted, ... 1 ignored it. The path
" wove through a circle of oaks.
Passing through a squirrel looked
down on me and chattered an
indecipherable message.
Sombre shadows, the vague
reflections of the oaks were cast
about me. Standing now at the
center of their joined silhouettes,
tendril-like rays reached down
from where the sun lolled on the
top of the path.
The washing sound was undeniable now ...a roar.
Orange and yellow flashed by,
diverting my attention. Circling
my head three times, a large
butterfly paused, then fluttered
away into the sun. Enchanted,· I
scrambled up the path after it,
oblivious of all else.
Before 1 realized it I stood at
tl-,e top of the path, the sun dazzled
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me ... brightness searing vision
away. Roaring filled my head, a
salt breeze trembled my senses.
Slowly focus returned.
A
blue/green sea confronted me. It
swished amourphously outwards ... left and right...endlessly.
But the beach wasn't sand,
instead innumerable stones.
Glittering, sparkling, opaquely
translating the sun's white light
into their own spectrums.
Resting on a small blue stone
the butterfly lured me towards it.
Faint whisperings of a womans
voice urged me forward.
"Come to me, please ... don't
leave now that you're so near."
Fluttering off this deep blue
rock the butterfly ascended, then
·vanished.
Puzzled, I lifted the rock. It
seemed to pulsate with warmth,
its deep blueness held me with a
wispy sigh issued from the blue
stone that began· to take a,
vaporous misty form ... a figure
shuddered into being. A lovely
creature stood naked before me,

pale hair spilling around soft
white shoulders. Eyelids fluttered open, revealing eyes that
were soft and blue.
depth and clarity that was uncanny.
"Yes, hold rrte ... you must help
me," she implored.
I brought the rock closer to my
ear.
"I'm trapped in the rock," it
was louder, "Will you help me?"

The voice mesmerized me.
"What should 1 do," was the
'answer I heard.
"If I'm to be set free this stone
must be crushed between two
others."
Gently I placed this warm
blueness on a green stone near my
All three sparkled exfeet.
pectantly as I raised the second
green stone above my head.
As its fragments scattered a

She moved towards me, the
roar of the sea increased as she
reached for and touched me. Her
face was luminous as it came to
mine. "Thank you for freeing
me." Lips softer then the voice
touched mine ... the roar was
_deafening .
lopened my eyes to see her
sunlight making me wince them
.painfully shut... blinding white
light.
No sight...I tingled,
pulsated, dissolved.
The brightness waned, slowly
things became visible. I sat in the
cool pine forest lookin-g -up
through the circle of oaks towards
the path that crested the hill and
ran into the sun.
S"oothing the tightness in my
throat with a little wine I toyed
with the small piece of blue stone.
Placing it in my· pocket I
;houldered my pack and arose.
Only the chatter of squirrels
;hattered the silence as I ambled
lown into the mist shrouded
'alley.

SNE~

Project Awareness
BY Bill Abraham and Diane Fude

SNEA·, Bill Abraham.
Abraham.
.
SNEA feels that there is a. need
- On February 18,19, and 20 four
that they not only train future
hi-lingual students from Brockton
teachers on how to teach, but also High will spend 3 days, 2 nights
how students should learn. SNEA here at Bridgewater, in which the
hopes to show students how im- entire program will be put into
portant an education is through use. The stU<:lel!ts~ill each have
this program.
a so-called "big brother or sister"
SO-ME OF THE OBJECTIVES whQ will stay with the student at
OF THE NEW PROGRAM ARE: . all times.
Lodging will be
()). To provide the student a provided in one of the dorms. The
chance for career exploration.
students will try to become as
(2). To give the student some idea
much of a part of the college
~f the direction he .or she is
community as possible in the time
headed in.
they are here. One or more of hte
(3), To introduce to the student
following may be provided:
the concept of a college com- (1). observe classes
(2). meet col1ege professors and
munity.
fiscal budget originally estimated (4). TO demonstrate to the student .other students.
that the student loan loss would why the education they are (3). participate in college achit $34 million but the figure has receiving now is important, and tivities
since been revised to $245 million. the value these subjects have in (4) participate in the athletic
As of now,anyone may file for
college.
activities
bankruptcy and there is no (5), To develop an understanding (5), receive tutoring in one of
maximum or minimum debt and trust with teachers, peers, their subject are~s. '
limit. The cost for petition is 50 and professional people. .
(6) To allow an exchange period
dollars and it is not necessary to (6). To make the student feel where the student may teach his
obtain legal counsel.
more important as. an individual. big brother of sister some thing,
Bankruptcies are handled only
To meet the student's in- while tthe big brother of sister
by federal courts but property dividual needs.
teaches or tutors' the stUdent in a
Already ten students have certain subject area.
exemptions are determined by
state law. The normal exemp- benefited from this program.
(7). to receive guidance and
tions--property that a person can Last Friday, February 7, 10 bi- direction if needed through their
hang on to after declaring lingual students from Bockton "big brother or sister".
bankruptcy--includeclothing and High School spent a day at the
Education can be exciting, and
a percentage of wages, basic college. Tfie students were given we hope to prove that by working
unpretentious transportation and a tour of the college (many on a with students of all ages. Weas
occupational tools.
one-ta-one basis) while others had educators of today and tomorrow,
The ease with which student the chance to sit in on some of the must become aware ofthe impact
borrowers obtain bankruptcies classes and observe, the dif- ~ducation has on students, and
has prompted two California ferences of the classroom,
students must become aware· of
congressmen to sponsor a bill students, teachers, etc.
The how important education is in
which would exempt student students were warmly greeted by their lives.
.
federal loans from bankruptcy President Rondileau , Dean
Although this program is
laws.
Breslin, Dean DiNardo, and Dean primarily for junior-high, high·
In the meantime,bankrupt Deep in the Green Room. The school students, it can benefit
students have one good thing students also had a chance to eat everyone on campus by making
going: some banks consider with the dorm students in the us aware of our education, of our
acedemic bankrupts a good credit Tillinghast cafeteria. They were future, of our lives. We hope you
risk because of students' potential allowed to exchange ideas and will give a warm welcome to
earning power and because thoughts about their experiences, ehese stucdents on Feb. 18, ;9,20
federal law prohibits them from
as well as receive s some in- when they participate in this
filing bankruptcy again for six formation and guidelines about program.
After all, isn't
y e a r s . ; , " .the, college and college life by Bill education being AWAKE?
~
The
Student
National
Education
Association
at
Bridgewater has undertaken a
new program called "Project
Awareness". Project Awareness
was written by the President of

STUDENTS DISCUVEIl
BANKRUPTCY PLUY
(CPS)-Faced with a deflated bank account, few job prospects and
heavy school debts?
Don' t bother with small loans
to regain solvency, go for the big
. ~ time: declare
bankruptcy.
(- . Because of a quirk in our
economic system, bankruptcy is
the legal means of reestablishing
good 'credit and starting fresh
financially.
An increasing number of
students and graduate students
have turned to bankruptcy as a
way of resolving personal debts,according to legal sources. With
INli'LATION AND THE HIGH
COST OF LIVING, MANY
GRADUATE STUDENTS HAVE
STARTED
THEIR
PROFESSIONAL CAREERS
WITH DEBTS UP TO $30,000 and
have seen no feasible or honest
way to pay up
"Sudents
don't
take
bankruptcy lightly, "said Beth
Karren, the legal advisor at the
Uiversity of California at
Berkley. "There's a real moral
stigma attached to it and they
usually come in quite a few times
before they decide to go ahead
with the proceedings."
There is also a financial
stigma. Stereos,radios,sports
, "equipment,fur.uiture ",and, .. other .

\",

material goods are all taken away
when bankruptcy is declared.
Bankrupt students can usually
wave goodbye to credit cards and
loans for the next few years.
Poven to be unreliable, they also
face possible discrimination by
future employers.
Yet bankruptcies are so easy to
obtain that students,for the most
part,represent themselves in
court. In fact,all students have to
do is convince the judge that their
liabilities outweigh their assets,list any property and name their
creditors and amounts owed. The
process usually lasts about half
an hour ..
The cumulative effect of
student bankruptcies however
has been severe. The University
of California at Berkley absorbed
$303,364 in uncollected student
loans last year; this year,across
the country, students will default
on 1500 federally insured loans.
The debt approached half a billion
dollars and has threatened the
existence of the federal student
loan program.
This program,which has been
in effect since 1966,has distributed
$7 billion to over 4 million
students. It has been predicted
that 24% of the outstanding loans
will ..l!,~Y~~ .b~.~~~a!~ .. !~~}!V5
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Compromise
Asking President Ford for a
dialogue on phasing out all US aid
to South Vietnam andCambodia,
82 congressmen began to set the
stage for compromise. Ford said
that he would be willing to halt
large scale aid to South Vietnam
if Congress appropriates enough
money within a three year period.
The congressmen wrote Ford a
letter which stated that the time
had come to decide to extricate
the US from the Southeast Asian
situation finally. They stressed
that we should remove ourselves
from involvement responsibly
and 11.0norably. Continued USaid
would prolong the Thieu and Nol
governments in South Vietnam
and Cambodia, but there is no
humanitarian or national interest
justification in our presence
there.
American withdrawal
would not bring peace to the
conflicting contries, they said, yet
our continual aid is not solving the
problem either.

A Distinct Appeal

By Richard '{'onner
It is customary for a college newpaper to cover pertinent campus
activities andpublicized news releases but seldom does a roving reporter
or columnist extend his writing beyond the realm of business, It is far
more difficult to convey meaning that is personal than to cover an objective news report. I ENJOY READING ONES' GLIMPSES OF
HUMAN EXPERIENCE, AND I hope you will too.
Deciding tha t Grant City and Central Square have grown to annoy me,
I recently embarked from this bland town for a community of somewhat
more distinct appeal--Boston. This urban center intrigues me; the architecture, the stores and restaurants, the parks and the peole. The
TOWERING ELMS OF THE Common are my guides. Where will they
lead me today? The brick sidewalks of the Hill? Price-tagging on
Newbury St.? A history hunt in the Haymarket? Asideshow in the Zone?
No! Today I will follow these notable landmarks to the bustling downtown. Downtown is a potpourri of city character. I will definitely enjoy
myself.
Boston windows are ablaze with red hearts, signalling the arrival of
Valentine's Day. Amidst the shadowing skyscrapers, cheery reminders
Next year's budget of $349.4
beckon me to Bailey's for selecting the perfect prose for Valentine intentions. As I was strolling up Tremont to the shop, I noticed a woman billion would lose more than $70
screeching from outside to the diners at the Burger King. Another wino; I million in Federal welfare funds
thought to myself, and passed on. I t did not surprise me, for I have been
conditions to the unpleasantries of the city. One must if he is to ap'preaciate the finer things the city offers.
.
I bought my cards and pleased with my purchase I entered Stearns
next door, only to find the screeching woman in front of me, yelling all the
louder. Dressed oddly and speaking in slured syllables it appeared she
had been drinking; really drinking. Coasting back and forth disturbing
the store's displays, she was trying to talk to a customer. She was not the
typical, haggard wretch, but a new member to Bnston's social non-elite.
Sca ttered comments from the snooty clerks and smirks from shoppers
alerted the security officer who proceeded to grab her and toss her out the.
side door. Angrily waving her purse at him, she stumbled off down the
street. Everyone resumed their business and things were back to normal.
I stood there thinking about that solitary incident, that one woman. I
could not erase her from memory. I siedom let such an incident bother
me but I could not help this time. 1 wondered why she was drinking,
where she lived, if she had a fimily, if anyone caJ;,ed for her. She will be tossed out everywhere ~he goes, not just Stearns. That woman is lonely
and despondent, like so many others we don't even notice.. Windows of
red valentines and cruisewear somehow seemed pointless.
I resumed my day in the city, Filene's Basement, et. at Plenty of
sunshine and brisk air made Boston enticing, but the earlier incident
haunted me every so often. Itried to console myself, "This Is ridiculous",
"You have worse things to worry about", "She's only a face". I should
not let things of that nature bother me, but every so often it becomes
inevitable. Should I thank those noble elms for guiding me again?
Perhaps these towering landmarks were trying to tell me something.

Social Security

Ford's administration is already
considering holding next year's
welfare spending to this year's
level, despite a predicted increase
on the basis of present programs
and case loads of $329 million.
Secretary of Administrp.tion and
Finance, John R. Buckley, said
he is aware of the potential loss
but most people don't believe the
Federal budget when it is filed.
The biggest loss would be in
Medicaid, the largestportion of
the state's $1.23 billion welfare
budget for this year. Projections
placed Medicaid spending at
$500.1 million.
The Administration will ask
Congress to reduce the reimbursement ratio for Medicaid
from 50 % to 40 % in 13 state s
including Massachusetts, New
. York,
Connecticut,
and
Califorqia. The welfare budget is
being reviewed by Dukakis and
his administration and will not be
completed until the governor
appoints a new Welfare commissioner.
The state is also
having trouble collecting social
services reimbursements. The
Dukakis Administration claims
that the Federal Government
owes Massachusetts $123 million
for social services expenditures.

Cuban
Embargo
Senator Edward Kennedy urged
the USto normalize the embargo
act, imposed in February 1962 by
President John F. Kennedy, and
resume relations with Cuba. The
senator called the reasons for the
embargo against the communist
island invalid and also inef":,
fective. He claimed the isolation
of Cuba was a reversion to Cold
War tactics when confronting the
regimes that opposed the US and
other democratic countries.
Kennedy also said that he
was against giving military aid to
the governments that do not
respect human rights .. Economic·
aid pro grams should be carefully
revised to make sure that the
needy are the ones that benefit.
In many cases these programs
are used for political purposes.
He added that military aid has
been used to carry through
repressive policies, to impris()!H
people, to obstruct and repress
rights and freedom of speech, and
fl'eedom to hold meetings ... all of
which we .consider important in
our society.

Welfare Budget Zaps Jfass.

Letters

cont. from pg. 2

garbage over a half million
dollars worth of beef, one and a
quarter million dollars worth
ofvegatables and three quarters
of a million dollars worth of
pastry.
The headline of the story was
"Food Shortage Anwers Could Be
in the Garbage Can."
Thank You
Bill Miller
Food Servi

Dear Editor,.
found W.P.G.'s letter
I
.. Athletics Up or Out" very interesting. I found the rebuttal by
Mr. Dreyfus very discouraging
and worth an expression of my
opmlon. Like Mr. Dreyfus, I
realize times are tough but tuition
at state schools is very inexpensive. As a commuter (3 years
from home and 1 year from an
apartment in Bridgewater) I feel
Ihe squeeze as much as anyone.
At "the present moent lwork 5
nights a week just to kep my
head above water. Instead of
.,
fighting an AthletiC Fee mcrease I

more and better athletic teams at
B.S.C.
I realize that everyone cannot.
participate (or have an interest in
vrsity or intraplUral athleics') but··
with the increase more funds will
be made available to expand in
recreational areas. Expansion in
this area would allow more people
to make use of their athletic fee.
Some of the areas being looked
. into are camping, backpacking,
sailing, canoeing, and ·ski trips.
You must have an activity you
would like to participate in.
As of last year budgets for
recreaton and varsity sports were
stret ched to the breaking point.
At this time the Wrestling Club ( a
club that has been in existence
five years) is petitioning for
varsity status. Without an increase in the Athletic Fee, this
statusean not be possibe.. Other
clubs such as the soccer team, the
men's and women's gymastic
h
f
't
teams are on t e verge 0 varsl y

status.
campus
have theOn
best
men'spresently
basketballyou
te
in years, a hockey team participating and competinn division
,. t
tat h
II a women s SWim earn
as
'1
I
l'd
'
on voss' a so 1 women s

team which since's inception has
been a consistent winner. Without
added monies these teams will
never impIiove, but rather,
decline! !
If yone wishes to discuss this
with me hecan reach me by
leaving a note in the Men's
Athleic Associtlon mailbox in the
Student Union Info Booth.
Remember all men on campus
are members of the M.A.A.
Yours truly Jim Daly Pres.
M.A.A. ~

To: Girl who ripped of a plant
w-w --".If!/('
from the StudentrUnion Aditorium
\ en ...
Lobbythe"lJ_ilthl. t~f h.e Tom Rush
Concert: ........
lease return
.. , this as it
does not( .seenj;i:fair
to us, the
~ I
I
Students of Bri gewater. that one
YI~\ /,
s t u d e ul
n t~ey~what
'li
we all
paid for.
Signed

.Ir}-

vrii ..

Two

'bttld':weleom'f.'!.~he~""H>-~---"--"".\1IIfIIji!~~"'-"df JIi

dii'.l.

rts.

Five former Health, Education
and Welfare Secretaries and
three former Social Security
commissioners, a star-studded
group of social insurance experts,
released a report in response to
criticism of the Social Security
system.. The group conceeded
that long-term changes will be
needed before the turn of the
century. Signers of the report are
former Secretaries John Gardner, Robert Finch, Eliot
Ri~hardson, Wilbur Cohen and
Arthur Flemming and former
co;mmissioners Robert Ball,
William L. Mitchell ,and Charles
Scottland.

Ital y Ahort~

Cohen, Ball,
declared that the Social Security
system has a structure that is not
in danger of any bankrupcy. This
clarification was made in
response to fears of many
Americans , especially wit~
variou;s newspapers 'running
economic analyses and attacking
the system. The experts scoffed
at allegations that the system will·
g 0 broke in the next twenty years.
Though the group admits that the
reserve fund is shrinking in .the
present recessionary economy,
the planned long-term changes
will keep the system solvent.

that it advocates the killing of one .
Ruling that abortion is legal if that is to be born. The ruling came_
pregnancy threatens a woman's from the constitutional court, .
health, Italy's highest courts which is the equivalent of the US
clashed with the Vatican. Now Supreme Court. It was ruled.
that Italy is allowed abortions in ' during' a massive campaign by'
this delicate situation, the f~mbiists .and most political
Vatican reacted in saying that the . parties for a reform of Italy's
rule is
abortion law.·~

. ;.!"Il~I·y it!' 1975
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lenten Schedule

oldest rocks
In the world

The Board of Governors of the
Catholic Center have endorsed'
the following as suggested lenten
practices:

accordance with our Hunger
Covenant, Tuesdays have been Eucharist: Monday through
•
chosen as our Lenten days of Friday 12 noon
increased awareness and communal commitment. After the
1. Suggested Day of Fast on 12:00 noon liturgy on Tuesdays,
Monday, Tuesday and Wedthe liturgical and
covenental nesday - 4:00 p.m.
Tuesdays' of Lent
The Cath'1lic Center Board of community will be invited to
Governors for the Community has . shal'e in a simple meal of soop and Reconcilia tion:
(Penance)
endorsed a day of fast (one full bread. Soup has traditio.nally . Monday Tuesday and Friday meal- two other' meals, sufficient been symbolic as the food of the 11:00 a.m.
Saturday - 2:30·p.m. - Anytime
to maintain strenght, but not needy and still today is the
equal to the full meal) each nourishment for millions. We who
have much more should at least Prayer Group: Monday - 9:00
Tuesday throughout Lent.
try
to experience the need and a.m. - Thursday - 9:00 a.m. Conscious of the NEED TO
WITNESS AND EXPERIENCE want. Thus, the meal will be a Tuesday - 4:00 p.m.
THE NEEDS OF OTHERS AND time for experiencing common
CONSCIOUS OF THE NEED TO food and prayer for our better Tuesdays during Lent - Covenant
(CPS) -- GOLOGISTS IN SOUTHWESTERN Minnesota have found
\. .,STRENGTHEN AND RENEW understanding of all who suffer Days
rocks calculated to be 3.8 billion years old -- equal in age to the oldest
It will begin on
Suggested Day of fast for the rocks ever found on Earth.
MAN'S CONVENANT AND each day.
Tuesday,
February
lSth, 1915.
Catholic Center Community
INDIVIDUAL CONENANT WITH
The find climaxes 40 years of research of gneiss and granite outGod and man, the Community has 4. Lenten Lecture Series - Third Commitment to a Hunger croppings that extend for about 80 miles from the Minnesota-North
suggested Tued~ys as days of
World and Hunger - every Covenant,
Dakota border to NW Ulm, MN.
Common Meal (soup and
prayer and fast.
This en- Wednesday night at 7: 30 and
The new old rock~ must compete for status with other oldest rocks
bread) and prayer after 12:00 unearthed in western Greenland in 1969,also estimated to be 3.8 billion
dorsement is merely a suggested,
Monday, February 24th, 1975.
voluntary day of fasting and not a e (Justice and Moral Implications) Noon liturgy
years old.
strict legal obligation. Of course, All are welcome. Conversation,
Wednesdays
sacrifice and consciousness of Awareness, Reflection.
Special Lenten Lecture Series others is a moral obligation none
Lenten
Schedule:
Prayer
and
7
weeks
of us should take lightly. The
Action
Ash Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
legal obligation of fast and abSociological Overview
stinence falls on Ash Wednesday
, and Good FI'iday and abstinence Theme: Renewal - Covenant - H,unger in the Third World
(meatless meals) on all Fridays ReconciIia tion
A study of water supplies in 94 United States cities indicates that
of Lent. "No Catholic Christian
corrosive elements picked up by soft water are a factor. in some types of
should lightly hold themselves
heart attacks.
excused from penetential pracDr. Henry A. Schroeder, a major researcher in this field, said that a
tice. Let us witness to our love in
computer analysis of water showed that corrosive metalic elements.
Christ hy SIJecial attenUon to the
found in soft water contribute to hardening of the arteries and heart attacks.
. .
sick. the poor, the underpriviledged, the imprisoned ..
Schroeder, a physiologist at the Dartmouth Medical Shool, stressed
the discouraged and the lin ely ."
that the corrosive elements were the direct cause of only a fractional
The high cost of liveing ex- who are more fortunate have , number of heart attacks.
(Ca tholic
Bishops)
Conduly in justice to help them live.
siderations of personal health' are perienced in the areas of food and
He said his studies'indicate that because it is low in calcium and
In spite of our shortage of foo(
of primary importance. Do not fuel are forcing us to.he identified
magnesium salts
with the hung4er of the Third and energy. we have a surplus 0
harm your health by fasting.
When these elements were present in the body, Schroeder said, they
World. This criSis in our own' personal l'nergy and creativl caused high blood pressure, which significantly contributes to heart
Give other ways.
country is gradually makigng us resources 10 respond to theL attacks.
more aware of the much more ;leeds. It is in this spririt that the
H SAID HIS STUDIES INDICATE THAT BECAUSE SOFT WATER IS
2. Personal Hunger Cove{lant
eritical situation of other people. follow i ng series of lectures MORE ACIDIC THAN HARD WATER, IT CORRODES SOME PIPES
To deepen theconcret
followed by small discussior
AND COLLECTS METALIC TRACES WHICH BECOME THE CONTo deepen and conretize out In an attempt 10 alleviate these
groups, will be presented.
local
and
global
needs,
the
Lenten resolution, a special
TRIBUTING FACTOR IN HEART DISEASE.
Monday, r'eb. 24
. Hunger Covenant has been: drawn Catholic ('('1l1er at Bridgewater
up. It contains various options for Sta\(' Colh.'gp \. . ill he offering a .A ('hristian Hcsponse To World
Hunger
penetential practice and con- serit's of program~ on world
hunger.
Hew .. Bryan Hehir
sciousness:
for example,
In an effort to give a Christian t S('cretary, Peace & Justice
voluntary fasting on Tuesdays,
attendance at Eucharist on responl:ic to lhis ('ommon plight ('ommission US Catholic ConL,
Washington, D.C.)
(~ 'Tuesdays, concern over food
habits and consumption and in eonjunction with the season of
WDNl<~SDA Y. Feb. 26
Lent, the frame of reference will A Biological Perspective
common meal (soup and bread)
after Tuesday noon liturgy. This be our moral obligation in justice (overpopulation, food ~on
Covenant would be a personal to meet these needs. Lent is sumption, rape of natural
Soft water is more acidic because it is low in clacium and magnesium
commitment signed and kept in t raditionully linked ~ith the spirit resources)
salts. Most citites in the Northeast have soft water.
sight to remind you of your need of sacrifke. "~tymologically, the Prof. .John ,Jahoda
"Among the 20 most common things found in water, corrosives were
word "sacrifice" means to make Biology Dt'pl.
for reflection and reconciliation.
the most significant,,' he said in a telephone interview from his
They will be available at the holy. Ilowever, we become holy
laboratory in Brattleboro, VT.
Wrdnesday. March 5
Center. To make a promis is in the healing process of
Two metals, cadmium and antimony, are known to produce heart
becoming whole. This wholeness l<~l'onomic "'actors in Wrld
difficult but profitable.
attacks
in animals and humans and are the prime suspects now, he said.
depends not only on the multi- Ilunger
Cadmium
is found in galvanized iron and chromium plated pipes,
dinwnsional integration of the 1'0 Bp Announced
3.
Com~on Meal (SOUp and
usually in the fixtures.
•
individual, hut the environment in
Wedlwsday. March 12
Bread)
If you have soft water and a cadmium plate at the end of a spigot, then
Lent turns our minds and which he or slw lives. Today our Political I mplications---World the water that sits there overnight is likely to have some cadmium traces
hearts to self denial, social pnvil'onll1l'nt is not merely our Hunger
in the morinign. I f you make a pot of coffee first thing in the morning,
Prof. Michael Kl'yzanek
consciousness and prayer. In· family situation OJ' local comthen your're likely to get-some of that residue in your coffee.
Political Sl'ience Dept.
dividual commit ent is certainly munity. hut the global community
Shroeder's stud.,y, published in the June 1974 issue of the A.rchives of
necessary and it is the source of as Wt')!. Therefore, holiness must
Environmental ImLTH, WAS BASED ON RECENT DEATH RATES
Wednesday.
March
IH
aU communal commitment and also be link('d with the healing
AND A PREVIOUS STUDY. All 94 cities and populations over 100,000 and
celebration. At times, we find it process of interdt'pendence Hev .. John Hamrock
death rates from heart disease were statlstacally valid.
difficult to identify with those who among peop)l' of all nations. In
Shroeder said doctor .s in several countries have been trying for 15
All are welcome; admission
hunger and thirst, with those who the past we have seen helping
years to isolate the factor in water correlated with heart disease.
live with need as a reality. We others as an obligation in charity free, but \,o)untal'y offerings
Schroeder noted that cadmium is also widely ~ed as a solder in copper
find it hard to keep our personal when \\'(' had extra time and would be appreciated to continue pipes, which are commonly used to conduct water in homes ..
promises and covenants.
We finances. But world hunger is not our efforls in conscious raising. Al
"You need very little of it to collect in the kidneys because .there is no
sometimes need symbolic, but merdy an issue of charity, but progt'Hm~ will be held at 7:30 way for the body to get rid of it," he said.
.
P.M. at the Catholic Center. 122
real. communal action npon onr justice.
He said the best preventive measure is to harden water, which doesn't
I<:,·cl')" human bemg has a baSl( Park A,·enUl'. Bridgewater. corrode pipes like soft water or remove cadmium-plated spigots.
commitment to renewal and
l'ight
10 live. Pl'esumi~g this, WE Mass.
, .e~~nge of life. ~tyl~. Thus •. in
I

soft water linked
to heart attacks

Seminars
In Hunger
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FILMS
BEACON HILL
Alice Doesn't
'lIck Cherie

AWoman Under' tit' Influence
Amarcord
Lenny
SAVOY
Rafferty and
SACK 57
Murder on the Orient Express
The Towering Inferno

CUNCER1"'S

PI. ALLEY
Young Frankenstein

ORPHEUM
Roxy Music
(hit single Sweet Transvestite)
Feb. 20

. ,!Ir!ln~e

Anything Goes
.
presented by Torn Tickets at
Tufts U. Info: 628-5000 x 122

J hnMayall·
Feb. 21
Humble Pie
'Feb. 22
Joe Walsh
March 6

Lenny
at the Charles Play
'house Info: 426-8600

The Member of tbe Wedding
presented by the New Phoenix
Reperatory Company at Shubert
Theatre Info: Feb 24- March 8
Mon - Sat at 7:30

The Proposition
at Inman Sq.,

The Alchemist
at Loeb Drama Center' Info:

The Next Move
at the Charles Play
house Info: 542-9441

864-

. The Towering Inferno
Murder on ht' Ill'ient l<::xpress
BROCKTON
Young Frankenstein
Earthquake
The Godfather II
The Towering Inferno
Hanover
Strongest \hn in the World
.Rafferty- _",~!d the Gold Dust T"Yi~s

Murrler on .; he Orient Express

2630

The . >si.·rin~'lnferno'

Dial M For Murder
presented by the Lyric Stage
.~ Info:· ,523..,3311
' -'

The Little Prince, .
presented by the
Boston Reperatorv
. Theatre Fri. Feb. 21.

; ':·.1011.

Blazing

Harold and',;t1\dl'

. ,tlrllps"

The Point
presented by the Boston.
Reperatory Theatre Info: 4237586

The Laughing Stock
at the Grotto Info:
354-8774 or 489- 1123

EXETER
Scenes From a Marriage'

Boston Tea Party presented
by the Proposition people rillo:
876-0088

The Diary of Adam'.
and Eve presented
by the Boston
Yo~'re a Good Man ClJ.arlie Brown
Reperatory Theatre
presented in the upper reaches of the
Info; 423-6580
BU Sherman Union on Feb. 21 & 22 at 8
and 10

'. i.'be\' I .

Sheilct
\bbey II

Midnight '.Ian
\ )rson Wells Complex

A Touch IF Evil '

Tall Kings and Short Subjects
presented by the Pocket Mime
Theatre at Church of the
COVENANT
performances
Thurs. & Fri at 8:30 and Sat at
7:30 and 9:30

Thurs.
Fri.-Sun.

Murder
The Last
Gumshoe

with the purchase of a J LJ MHO JACK.

t----------~---------------,
:f4'.H.EEUELUXE
HAMBURGER I

OPEN 24

(with'this coupon)
and the purchase:
HOURS
: of a JUMBO JACK or JUMBO JACK
: 20% discount
I
WITH CH.EESE
I
I, o flOer goo'd 'untl·1 A·e.
L" h 23,
1975
on all
at
I•
:
'JACK in the BOX
: telephone
:
1245 So. Main St. Brockton
:
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i
!PRIZE~ !
March 3-7 CONTESTS I!
:••
WBIM PART.Y t
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... and much more to come! i••
iStay
tuned
for
details
.•.
WHIM
...
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i
•
•
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Woman Alone?
Continued

J
J

tourists", she laughed, "right now
its the Arabs."
Ashort, almost stout women,
Betty carries everything on her
back and is the only worman
working out of the square who
does not have a male partner. "As
for my figure," she winked, "I've
gained three inches in my
bustline, and lost an inch in my
hips."
The Keynote speaker for the
evening was, Eunice West,
Executive Prod- ucer of "Your
Place and Mne" on WCBV-TV ,
Boston. Her topic of discussion
was entitled, "Media as an Instrument of Change for Woman
Alone". She broke the stillness in
the air by opening with, "Ithink
this is possibly the first time a
group of wo men have gotten
together where there 'WON'T
BE ANY HELPFUL HINTS ON
HOW TO CATCH A MAN!"
Her message was simple, "we
must change the image the world
has of women and we can do that
through media."
After Ms. . West, there was a
,.til' panel of eight speakeds with
topics ranging form legal advice
to ~3bian concerns.
i
Did you know that until
recently a woman could not obtain credit without a co- signer no
matter what her financial statuSj
or , that if during a job interview
if the employer asks such
"questions as are you planning to

t

marry or to have children you
could be the target of
discrimina tion?
Women must be alerted and
made aware of just what their
legal rights are for preventative
medicine; a yearly legal "checkup" with a reputable lawyer is
advisable for all women.
In the past women, especially
widowed or divorced women have
been made to feel like second
class citizens in the job market
and social world. Many times
when husbands leave , either by
death or divorce, a feeling of
depression or shame surfaces~.
One problem in the area which
seemed to almost dampen the
spirit of the conferance was the
blatent bitterness express by a
few of the panelists in these
areas.
One of the panelists, Mim
Kapsinow President of Rhode
Island Women's Coalition stated,
"'What we do need is muscle and
clout (politically) ... I for one am
tired of being typified as an idiot
who gets exstatic over squeezing
toilet aper!" She went on to
stress the importance of the
ratification of the Equal Rights
Ammendment.
Glendora Puttnam, Chairperson of the Massachusetts
Com m iss ion
A,g a ins t
Discrimination and director of the
National YMCA , talked of
restoring
women to their

SU Program Committee presents

"An b'vening of· Skiing"
at Mt. 10m Ski ResortOil,

}'eb. 22

on the slopes'S: 30-10: OOpm
cost $10.75
sign up at the lnfo Booth Deposit $1.00

ticipated in this conferance
helped to set the stage for a
national conferance of the same
type which will be held sometime
this spring.

l

It took away some of the
shadows surrounding the idea of a
woman alone in this society of
ours. Being alone, doesn't have to
be lonely or frightening. Rather,
it can be an exciting, chance to
grow.

"woperson-hood". She stated,
"Women have been martyrs
because thay have been unwilling
to raise the question of equality in
fear of !ising their job."
Fllowing the panel discussion
there was some geminist petry
reading, music and art exhibits.
Saturday the group broke down
itto wOJlkshops focusing on the
bariout con:ferance
themes;
IE' .gal rights, legislation, continuing education, social issues of
wo men alone, minority women
AGAIN •••
alone, productive opportunities
profitabel and leisure, rpae' crisis
and self divense and lesbian
concerns.
Legal Rights was conducted in
a question and answer period
which concerned such topiCS as
BRINGS
establishing credit, grounds for
CRIMINALS
divorce, child custody and supTO
JUSTICE!
port, inheritance tax problems
and wills.
Rape Crisis and Self Defense.
The Odginal Netwodc Radio .."." III '
delined the term of rape and
stressed the point that if
assaulted, you must defend
with complete hall·hour program.
yourself. Several precautions a
lor the whole 'amllyl
woman can take against rape
include such advise as checking
your car before you enter and
carrying a whistle or some sort of
honn. There are also several
weapons a woman has in her
.TIMI GrMn Hom.t, Inc.
pocketbook which include pens
for jabbing and keys for scratching. The face is an especially 1I=1:Cla:a::a:a:aaaSSISDD:aD:a:l:l:S:S:D:sI:a:a:a"
vulnerable area. A quick attack
to distract the rapist, accompanied by a yell can allow a ,
woman time to flee. The best
thing is to cry "FIRE!"
The
afternoon
progam
featured 2 key note speakers,
Barbara'Grey, Mass. State Rep.,
and RP. Margaret Heckler, U.S.
Congresswoman. It centered on
the legislation both at the state
and federal level to aid women. It
appears that some inroads into
equality for women via legislation
have been made; but, in actuality
true equality is yet to be achieved
and is exemplified by the present
difficult process of the ratification
of the Equal Rights Amendment.
The 300 women who par-
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Hungry after Hours??
Now open

12 TQidnight to 1: 30

I

I
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Bob's Diner

Rte 28

.West

Bridgewater
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SUNDAY
9-1

Sid Tufts Light rock on Sunday mornings
to wake you slowly and softly.
1·3 Jhn Murphy
- Afternoon concert. Presents
Symphonic and Chamber music
from the world's greatest artists.
3-6 Bruce Jones -

All kinds of music and comedy
through the late afternoon and
dinner hour.
6-8 Mary Chris Kenney MusiC'
8-11 Bonomo Joe The feature
album of the week airs at 9:00
p.m. and Concert Canadien is at
10: 00 p.m. and Sunday nights were
never so much fun.

•

DlUSIC, IllI
..

,I.'.

,1.1.1.1,,1.1.' .1_1.1.

_1.1.1.1 .. 1.1.1.1.1,'.1.1.1.1."1,"'.1

8-9

7-8

Sunday
,,"

-Folk and soft rock music to get
your day off to

1-2

JACK

SUE

JOHN

THE
WYLIE

SCHNAIBlE

O·J·

•I

,-I

.

, _JACK

.. .
~

. STEVE,

Wednesday

From inside
your radio. Music of all types
with humor mixed in. News at
12:15.
2-,5 Gil Bliss , " Gil plays < music
from .the total spectrum C)f
musical sound, with emphasis on
truly progressive rOck! -that is,·
electronic.. Don't be surprised to
hear a blue graSs baDjoor jazz
trumpet, .though. . Gil is always

;

.

",.~

TOM

THE

MATTERN

, PAT BA

COUGHLIN

D·J·

I
.......

i

."

.. ,- .'

SUE

Thursday.

open to a reasonable· suggestion

COUGHLIN

•

I

STEVE

r

;

MATTERN·
.,

7-9 Solid Soul with Jack KerznerOne of the veteran programs on
the WBIM Night Train.
9-ll Bonomo. Joe - The late "Night
Train" engineer.

, Saturday

.'

JOHN

TOM
COUGHLIN

SCHNAIBlE
I

I

~~m?
~.

I

•

,.il l 1t. .

.~.

TUESDAY

.•
~

BLISS

I

I

.1

'.friday.

· . :Gll

TOM

: 'SKIP

,.,WYLlE

over the WBIM request lineso
give him a can. NAW!'; at3:15.
5-7 Sid Tufts WBIM's nice guy
with easy rock through the dinner
hour. -News at5:15:

I

·MARY CHRIS

JEN·N IFER

•

Jb~

KENNEY

w

7·9 Sue W:yiie -

-.-1

•• -.'. '1' I Tr.l~I.T I ' .

12':'i TDm CouJ:l;hlin -

9-10 Jack the D.J. Show with Jack
Schwartzberg -

The in
between,classes show. See if John
makes his show and then makes
; his 12 o,'clock class~

BARNES

WARREN

I

folk music. on Monday mornings
with the tempo pick;ng up toward

10..12 . John Scbnaible .'.

PAT

10:00 Concert: Canadien

Tends to start
the week off slow and easy with

Jack the D.J. hits
the airwaves with the more
familiar songs of .the past few
years. Song~ which will bring to
mind "that girl you used to see"
or "that sp~cial summer", etc.
The show is always open for
requests and dedications. -News
at 9~15.

CHRIS

t

11-12 Chris Warren -

GDod MDrning!

~.

COUGHLIN

MATTERN

Tom helps you
survive that weekend hangover
with nice and easy folk-rock.
Also Concert
News at 9:15.
Canadien comes your way from
10: 00 to 10:30.

"

••• I.',.I.',

I
I

TOM

STEVE

'.Monday

9-11 TomCoughlin-

"

,1."ldHld~.'"I~"I.'.I"HI.I,I

TUFTS

SID

I

Pat Barnes -

,1.1.1

10-11 11-12 ·12-1

9-10

7-9 Steve Mattern -

~-2

,1.1,,1

JO ..

MONDAY

mid-day.

,I

Enjoy your
noonday meal with the last of the
Red Hot Hippies. Anything goes· .
as Beethoven, Zappa, and Bill
Cosby visit with Tom. News at
12;15.
1-2 Who knows?
24

Skip
The unusual .is the usual.
News at 3:15.

4-7 Mountain Mama-Jennifer E.

Easy sound~ : throughout the late
,afternoon. News at 5:15.

7·9 Solid Soul with Jack KerznerR& B, Soul, Disco-soul,
Philadelphia sound and on
Tuesdays the all new SOLID
SOUL. MINI DISCO PARTY! If
you think TUesday evenings have
been traditionally dull, well... not
any more~' Jack theK,invites any
group, organization, team, dorm
floor, business,etc. to write in or
call in so that the.1/2 hour from
'7: 30 to 8: 00 on a Tuesday night .
can be dedicated to them. Discodancing. music. with your· special
requests· 'mixed in' is·; the format"so take the time-togetdown .
'onaTuesdaynight with 'Jack the
.
K·on WaIM!·' .

9-ll

Bonomo Joe Progressive Radio.

WEDNESDAY
7-9 Steve MatternFolk and soft
rock music to get your day off to
.. an easy start.
9-10 Jack the D.J. Show· Jack
Schwartzberg News headlines
are given at9:l5 and the weather
and special annoupcementS are
, given throughout the show in the
usual WHIM tradition of keeping
the college community informed.

• ~_____________'.._"C'_'.______________
.'.-.'''_'_____________
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4-7

"Qmment

9

Mary Chris Kenney Musical
assortment.
News 5: 15.
Sometimes the Ski Report at 5:20.

,

7-9 John Schnaible -

The Schultz
Show presented by Siegfried as
Rock n Roll is not dead.

•
•
lSIC, lllUSIC •

9-11 John Murphy -

RFJ - Radio
Free Jazz, means the finest in
International and domestic jazz.
News at 9:15.

•

FRIDAY
.'.1.1.. I :f. I .f. f .1.

.1.1.1,,1.1,.1

,1.1" 1.1.1 .i.. '

.J.' .1.1

,1.1.1".1,.1.1."1

,1.1.1

.I.~

.1.1 ..1,,1 .1.1

.'.J.I.I.I,LLI .. ' . ' . " " ,
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2-3

3-4

4-5

6-7

5-6

7-8

8-9

9-10 10-11

7-9 Steve Mattern -

Flk and soft rock
music to get your day .off to an
easy start.

~

::~

,-,.

9-11

IN

MARY CHRIS

BRUCE JONES

"I believe the
weekend should start now!" says
Tom) So the music is geared to get
you dancing,' and keep you dancing, all weekend long. News at

BONOMO JOE

KENNEY

MURPHY

9:00 FEA TURE ALBUM
10:00 Concert: Canadien
1-

9:15

I

I

=-

All kinds of
music for the linch time crowd.
~

::-"'"

JOE

~

1

I

I

=-

I

.1

..

I

JACK KERZNER

~

JOE

I

I

I

I

:I

. I

I

GIL BLISS
'I
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. '.'

••'

t

.. I .. ,
.

I ..

I

.WARREN'
I'

, I

1

1

.'

I

PAT

MARY CHRIS
BARNES

SATURDA,Y
9-ll Mary Chris Kenney . Music.,

MURPHY

JOHN

ll-l Mountain Mama. Jennifer -

KENNEY
I

I

I

Blues' and easy
listenin' music.
Requests
welcome! News at 12:15.

'.1

I
1

I

r?

'--'

stili inside your
radio. News 5:15

8-9pmFreeFrm-

MURPHY

SCHNAIBlE

T

Pat Barnes -

,.. Mymo~ ~~Son do what you like"
and so I do. .. 9 - 9;30 (OIice a
month) the . National Lampoon
where even Dylan isn't sacred. 9..;
10 Your Show. requests.

JOHN'

JOHN

KENNEY

MARY CHRIS

SKIP

Earth. News 3:15

MlW-{!

..

;

..

"Communication is
-essential . . . and we are attempting to keep a lot of minds
from blowing their cool."
"How,?" "Music" Join me; as I
reside with you on the Starship

8;..11 John Murpby-

SPOTLIGHT

6:00 Mhlf Concert
.1.... "

Skip -

SKIP

>.

."

1-4

6-S Mary Chris Kenny -

n:,;:~"tJ.~~~......--~~--,.;~!: "~:l;;~.'I)te, (Jre'~ Hornet

CHRIS

"'~"

~

SOUD SOUL

.'

:-"'"
:-"'"

BONOMO

JENNIFER

SKIP

John Schnaible -

:"

50110 SOUL
.1

11-1

BONOMO

JACK KERZNER

SID TUFTS

Gil BLISS

R

Tom Coughlin -

j

~N

BRUCE JONES

JOHN

CHNAIBLE

1-3 J.ohn Schnaible.

SKIP

The Mid-Day
show for people still regreting
Friday Night and Looking Forward to Saturday Night.·

MURPHY

3-6 Bruce Jones -

10-12 Tom Coughlin -

Hot on the
heels .of Jack the D.J., the last of
the red hots. dispels your midweek blues with a nostaglic return
to the hard r.ock of the 60' s.

12-3

Pat Barries -

.

Fr.om Inside
your radi.o. Music of all types
with humor mixed in. News at ,
12:15.

3-7 Gil Bliss Gil plays a varied
selection of music and is open'to
requests. At 4:00 listen for,: THE
GREEN HORNET a fine,ol,,-time
radio mystery series that was
quite .poP111ar ,in the days without.

television; Gil continues with
musicfrorn 4:30 ti1l6:00. At 6:00.
Gill presents "Mint-Concert" ,a
weekly show featuring one or two .
artists for a complete hour.,
News at 5:15.
'
7-9 Chris Warren-

The sounds of
the super-artists are heard on~
. SPOTLIGHT, and the WBIM
request -line open.
9-11 Skipper - THE STARSHIP
EARTH
I~te.rspersed
. throughout the WBIM, . THE
STARSHIP EARTH will take you
on ,.il .voyage :of. exploration -::
musically; .psychically, . . . . and.
sometimes amusingly . ,· · . .

is

A Saturday
afternoon show with all kinds of ,
music with a little comedy thrown
in, takes you through dinner in
style.

THURSDAY
7-9 Sue Wylie -

Rise and Shine!
6-8 John Murphy -

9-11. Skipper - STARSHIP ~ARTH
- News at 9:15.

11-1 Tom Coughlin -

Sandwiched
around the noon-time hour, Big T ,
rocks on. Requests' are' always
welc.ome. News at 12:15.
1-2 Gil BlissProgressiv~ Rock.
2",4 Chris Warren ~
Chris presents all kinds of music,
. ·from folk, soul, and rock & roll .
albums. 'News' .at . .3: 15.

r

Open Ends is a
mixture of jazz, soul, rock and
anything to start'a Saturday
night.
S-ll.SkipperSTARSHIPEARTH
- Saturday night is party night and
one is likely to hear "live" music,
unusual gue'sts and strange,
obscure sounds ri~ng the air;'
. waves.

1b
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TOM RUSH

Subtle Artistry at Work
by Toni Coyne
With his folk tunes, footstomping music and a touch of
rock, Tom Rush sang his music
into the hearts of all who were
sitting in the B.S.C Auditorium
last Thursday night.
The back-up group,Orphan,
began the concert with. songs of
their own and of Jonathan Edwards and Van Morrison.' Orphan
appeared here last year as the
. opening act for J onanthan Edwards. It was very apparent that

Orphan had much improved since
that last outing. Together,Rush
and Orphan fused the~r separate
talents into a powerfully tight
musical unit. Orphan'S lead
guitarist lelped carry the
~udience into a boogieing mood.
Tom opened his first s~t with
"Sweet Maria" with Orphan
accompanying. Orphan's
prescence greatly increased the
energy level that is usually
synonamous with a Rush concert.
In the past, ,when Trevor Veitch
toured with Rush playing lead
guitar, the music was primarily
of a folk background. However,as
Rush himself testifies ,when one
plays. with a band, "you have
much more latitude in doi~g
rock".
Tom's performance and stage
prescence
reaffirmed
his

reputa tion as a polished
professional entertainer who
believes in . an, entertainer's
responsibility to his audience.
Included in the repetoire that
he previewed for the Bridgewater
audience were such songs as
. 'JWhol Do You Love/' uDriYing
Wheel,"and "No Regrets,"and
later moved into his AM hit
"Mother Earth". During his
stageside chatter,he subtly
plugged his new album "Ladies
Love Outlaws" which has done
suprisingly well in record sales.
Rush closed with "Child's Song"
to a spellbound audience. The
appreciate listeners. still wanted
more Tom Rush,so he emerged
from the still dark stage exit to
warm the crowd with a great
rendition of "Soda Jerk."
Tom Rush started in Cambridge playing coffee houses,
most notably Passim's in Harvard Square; he 'moved around
the small concert circles for a
while, then appeared at Carnegie
Hall in New York . City, ' the
Kennedy Center in Washington
D.C. and the Orpheum in Boston.
His appearance at Bridgewater is
typical of his usual concert circuit
- college performances.
Someone asked Tom Rush,
"What did you think of tonite's
audience?" Rush replied, "A
. good audience makes me feel like
I really want to play. This was a
good audience."

THAT'ILBE .TH}~ HAY:
ONE MAN'S STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
8y Errol Conant

possibility of liberation
through utilization of an art form
is a subject that has received an
enormous amount of attention
through-out recorded history. It
is a presumption that man can
somehow, .through his own
creativity, transcend a state of
being which he finds deplorable or
otherwise
unsuitable
in
character, to a region that he
thinks will satisfy his own
singular needs and wants. Many
of those who attempt the journey
ultimately fail as in the case of
, James Joyce, while the song of
broken chains can be heard in the
works and' lives of a successful
few, among them the Irish
playwright Sean O'Casey. The
possibility of success or failure
sometimes dramatically hinges
on the degree of transcendence a
particular individual aspires to.
Jim MacLaine's (David
Essex) struggle towards an understanding of his plight and his
initial breakout are the subject of
the film, "That'll Be The Day",
playing currently at the Orson
Welles theater complex. His is
the story of a young, intelligent
English lad who finds the choices
or lack of choices offered by
. middle- Class English life both
unfufilling and grossly inhibitive.
He desperately wants to find a
. way out, an alternative to the
drudgery and the toxic boredom
that sweeps in on him from all
sides.

.

Throughout the film, one is
deliberately made to draw connections between Jim's ,character
and the life and times of John
Lennon. Similiarities abound:
both of them came from broken
homes, both of them quit school in
an act of defiance, both were
unabashedly sexist in their roles
as rogues and both had a tendency
to write purposeless, nonsensical
and obscenely witty poetry,
though Jim's degree of poetic
fluency lacks the inCISIve
originality of a Leimon.
Ironically, David Essex would be
a hands-down winner of a Paul
McCartney look-alike contest.
The historical and social backdrop for the film is the England of
the late 1950's and early 1960's.
Imported American music
dominates the British charts and
the film's soundtrack with the
likes of Buddy Holly, Presley,
Vinton et a1. and Jim is in love
with the music and the specter of
stardom. After he leaves home
to live at the seaside renting
beachchairs, his only request of
his mother, who visits him once in
a painful scene, is to send him his
record player. This music is a cry
of freedom and rejection and its'
eloquence follows Jim wherever
he wanders.
Later Jim strikes up a friendship with an affable young
greaser Mike (played by Ringo
Starr). Ringo is superbly natural
and unaffected in his fine por-

trayal
Their friendship ends,
however, in near tragedy when
Jim, discovering a gang of
greasers beating Mike viciously,
refuses to help or enlist aid in a
perplexing act of cowardice.
Jim is getting older, but his
emotional and moral growth are
stunted. His relationships with
girls do not aid but rather reinforce this emotional and moral
stasis. He learns early, notably
with Mike, to regard women as
objects and conquests and
escapes into the comfortable (for
him) but tragic world of sexism.
Equating the number of sexual
feats to success and manhood, he
soon
grows
obnoxiously
egotistical and self-involved. The
women are as much to blame
, however, for Jim's rape of love
because none of them have the
intelligence or desire to confront
him with his own sickness.
Rather they smile in rapture
beneath his seducemerit.
Jim's search for freedom
becomes confused and pointless.
.He returns home to' tend his
mother's grocery shop and soon
marries. The sincerity of his
reformation is 'not at all
questionable at this point for he
does honestly attempt to build his
world anew, but the mortar of the
middle class is crusty and hard,
inflexible to change and suffocating to the artistic soul within
Jim. He leaves his wife and baby
and moves on, picking up a
second ha~d guitar along the way,

He has succeeded in his search
for freedom in finding an art form
suitable for his expression and
one cannot help but share in the
enthusiasm and optimism that he
feels at this crutial point in his
journey. But the journey towards
freedom is a long one and Jim has
just begun.
Stardust, the newly released
sequel to "That"ll Be The Day",
is anticipated· to document
whether Jim succeeds or fails in
his creative endeavors. He has
chosen the guitar as his bridge to
anotherworldandtoa u new" Jim
MacLaine, and so the ultimate
goal of seH-liberation will depend
ent~rely on whether he triumphs
or collapses in creating. It is for
us to see then whether Buddy
Holly's lyric, ICThat'll Be The
Day" is meant to echo a resigned
pessimism, the fall to despair, or
a joyous anticipation, Qrimming
with optimism, of entrance into
"that other worldlJ.

Credits: directed by Claude
Whatham; music supervised by
Neil Aspinal and Keith Moon'
original story and screenplay b;
Ray Connally. Starring David
Essex, Ringo Starr and Keith
Moon.
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most educators already knew:
that the recipients of these loans
tend to be students from families
in middle and lower income
brackets, and are people who for
the most part would not receive
formal education beyond high
school were it not for this
program,
The study also
shows that defaulters tend to be
lower income persons, are more
likely to be black than white, and
attended poorer, less prestigious
schools. Many attended trade
schools.
Richard L. Tombaught, executive secretary of the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Adminstrators
fears that 'some banks will be
more careful now in making loans
to the kinds of students who could
default.' Federal officials are
already suggesting higher loan
standards, and similar 'solutions'
will come from sta te officials you
may be sure. The result: those
who need help the most could
become those whom help is
A carefully reading of
denied.
the $;80,000 study, however,
suggests a different course. The
study shows that defaults' for
students attending public and
private schools decreased about
threefold between 1968 and 1972,
';'hil e' the claims from so-called
'proprietary' schools increased a
whopping 700 percent in this same
period. This latter category includes trade schools, secretarial
schools, management training
schools and
a host of other
generaily small institutions.

NATURAL HISTURY

SLIDESHUW

,

On February 20, 1975 at 7:00
pm. in the Library Lcture Hall,
the Bology and Photogtaphy
Clubs will sponsor "A New
England Year", a slide pretation
of natural history in CNTRAL
Massachusetts depicted through
Naturalist
the seasons.
photographer, Robert A. Clark
will display the beauty of nuture,
captured through close-up and
teleoto photography. artistically
pt.l'uyed to give a view of some
tical und interesting babitats.
The progrm will have special
appeal to those intereste in art,
natural history and nature
hotography. A shorter presentation of techniques used in
nature photograpy will follow.
(IUestions are welcome after each
presenta Hon.
Hobert ('lark has Silent ears
making detailed obsevations of
natu!'i history throughout Central
Massachusetts where he as born.
From his early childhOod) an
increasing awareness of the flora
nad fauna of the region has
become a way of life. The mixture of habitats and abundance of
wildlife encouraged a major
interest in population distribution
~ith
respect
to
habita t
(especiallthat of bird species):
The special abilities involved m
location and bservationgaind
through years as a naturalist 8:e
an important asset to hIS
photogaphy which has become an
'mportant tool, artistic medium,

and natural extension of his
special interests.
With years of interest in the
natural scences, he is a mmber of
a number of professional societies
including the American Ornithologist's Union, WilsonOrnithological Society, Wildlife
Sciety and American Assoc iation
for the Advancement of Science.
A degree in Phsics and Math
ematics, he is a member of the
Chemistry
Department
at
Worcester State CLLEGE.
..-.....-..~

,
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The Church of Conservation
,
Invites YO,u To Bi An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Hank Of
DOCTOR OF NATUREPEDICS
,
Our fast growing church is actively seeking
enviornment-concious n~w ministers who believe what we believe: Man should exist in
harmony with nature. We are a non-structured
,
faith, undenominational, with no traditional doctrine or dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket LD.
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
establishments extending an automatic
,
cash discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals
and all other ministerial functions.
,
Start your own church and apply for ex,
emption from property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for the minister's cre- ,
dentials and pocket license. Your or~nation is ~e
cognized in all 50 states and most forelgn countrleS::t
Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary Esther,Florida
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pants, tee-shirts and b-oots when
Dean: The Mutant King
the general trend called for dress
Biography by David Dalton
slacks, penny loafers and shirs
"I will not live over thirty,"
with a collar. Rock Hudson
J ames Dean once remarked to a
disliked
Dean because he never
friend, and not ling after he was
wore
a
tie
and seldom attended
found dead in an automobole
publicity
parties.
While other
crash. He was 25 years old. It's
actors
drove
their
Cadillacs
to
been over twenty years since
work.
Dean
would
power
his
his death; yet a mystic feeling of
life hovers around him every time , motorcycle and for this he was
nicknamed .. th~ little bastard".
he appears on the sceen, and the
Dean's individualistic attitudes
theaters in Boston are still packed
quickly spread to the teenag,ers of
whenever Jim returns as "The
Amerca.
HE became the
Rje:bel Without A Cause" .
James Bryon Dean was the . spokesman of hes generation for
h~ gave them something they had
most powerful and promising
never known; a dense
actor of the 1950's. Girls wanted
awakening
and the concept of
his love and gt:y!s walked on his
When he mumbled,
individuality,
image and from this isolization
they
knew
he
was
upset. When he
came the "Dean cult". But unlike
laughed,
they
laughed
with him.
other movie star fads, Dean's was
Ah,but when hecried, they ununique, for by the time his movies
derstood and believed. it and
were released Dean had already·
that's what acting is all about.
been dead for quite some time.
If James Dean was alive today,
Thus, what normally would have
,l he'd
.be 45 years old and
been admiration for an actor
probably
all his luster of gold that
became worship of a ghost. Dean
death
at
a
young age brings would
became a symbol of the,
disappear. Yet as it stands,
"adolescent dreamer, solitary
James De·an has marked a way of
figure and symbolic agent for
life in American society .
change." From this image came
I sincerely recommend the
Bob Dylan, the Beatles, the
,
biography,
James Dean: The
Rolling Stones and countless
Mutant
King
to anyone who can
other personalities of the 1960'S.
It
is
not
only important for
read.
Dean, in an indirect way, opened
a
generation
to
know where it is
the door for other "rebels" who
_
...
'.
going,
it
must also realize
might have been' fo readily acit's
been.
The Mutant King
where
e p bed in American society. It
takes you there.
was Dean who wore dungaree

FL YING PIZZA
697-8631

l'elephone

Bridgewater delivery only
~5:00-11:00)
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Tllli REBEL KING

Could it be that many of these
schools
are
fly-by-night
operations, the kind which often
are advertised on matchbook
covers, the same slick operations
which bil1:ed so many veterans in
an attempt to siphon off G.I.
benefits? Could the high default
ra te be beca use these schools
often ask stUdents to sign a full
contract before the receipient has
a chance to spend a semester
determining
whether the institution is able to
This
further his or her career?
is one of the points rasied to me
recently by Robert M. Pickett,
legislative director of the
National Student Lobby.
But
Pickett goes further. Because it is
generally the poorer stude~ts who
default, it is generally the larger
loans which the government gets
stuck with,' Pickett says. 'I don't
believe that any student, however
poor, whould be put in the position
of hocking himself ,up to his neck
to meet educational expenses.
Before a student should be
allowed to borrow more than
$1000 a year, we shou ld be certain
that all other sources - part- time
work opportunities and the like are exhausted.'
Pickett also
feels that n(f enough information
is provided to students about their
obligations and rights under loan
agreements. 'Most of these people
are borrowing for the first time,
and the kind of information they
get, both about their new financial
obli~tions and the kind of
education they can expect to get
gpr tbat
money., is oftell, .
dreadfully poor-particularly at
trade schools and the like.'
The
outcome of the legislative battle
that is sure to ensue over the
future
of the
guaranteed
student
loan
programs will hinge on how effectively these arguments are
made, for the program though
successsful is by no means a
sacred cow immune to
congressional slaughter. If it
does, as that expensive study
made clear, there are quite
literally hundreds of thousands of
young Americans who will never
have the chance to get beyond
high school in pursuit of. formal
education.
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JAMES DEAN:

STUDENT LOANS
THREATENED
- .,\

WASHINGTON - A
recent study has concluded that
more and more young people are
defaulting on their federally
guaranteed student loans, and
that report has provided new and
potent
ammunition
to
congressmen, senators and White
House aides who want an excuse
to disembowel the program.
More than a half a million
students have obtained college
educations with the help of these
loans.
The study projects
that the government will likely
lose some $20 million annually in
defaulted notes, about one half of
one percent of the total amount
guaranteed, and about half the
cost of a single C5A transport
aircraft.
But never mind, $20
million is $20 million, and in these
perilous times a lot more people
are spending alot more time
looking for ways to tighten other
people's belts. And rightly so,
although the
the fiscal admilnist· ers would do well to start
at home.
The problem is that
those who are strangling abdominally are the ones who are
asked, or forced, to be the first to
take in still another notch. Thus it
is that Social Security and
medicare and
medicaid
recip ients, students, and others
living on slim, fixed incomes are
the first to be asked to sacrifice
still more.
And that bring
brings us back to the recipients of
guaranteed student loans. The
four volume study (which, incidentally , cost the Office of
Educatioh $180,000) found what

\.'
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Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
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Counselor or as a Resident Advisor/Counselor.
Taxexe mpt stipends of $200-$409
per month, housing and meals are
offered to qualified applicants

junio rs
The Junior Class officers would
like to thank all those who sup-

who are U.S. citizens, unmarried,
and at least 21 years of age. They ported the Raffle Extravaganza

and etend congratulations to the .
winners. I-Bob Allison, 2-Irene
Mello, 3- Carol Pellini, 4- Eileen
McNam ara, 5~ Mark O'Connor, 6Dan Gallagher, 7- Ron Buccini, s..
JoAnne Cotter, 9- Ni Pare, 10Karen Trembl ay, 11- Jm Von
Eun, 12- Susan Wanner, 13- Paula
Fay, 14- Kathy Sheehey, 15- Kevin
Meade, 16- Gindy Harris 17Carrol. 7 • 18- Patti
Lina
O'Brien, 19- Et3/v Dau, 20-Greg
Walek, 21- CTHY - Santoro, 22-'
NNCY Boisvert, 23- Dixie Baker,
24- Mary Ann Harrity , 25- Rhonda
Pruss, 26- Cheryl Aderson, 27Lorrain e (from Tilly) 28- Carol
Pini 29- Claire Brad; 30- Rose
..J Gill,' 31- Ron Buccini, 3~- Mike De
Luca 33- Geg Mullaney 34- Elen
Mari'e Galagh er, 35~ Claire
Cuddy, 36-'Linda Carroll 37- Alice
Bergin, 38- Mary Zygiel, 39- Curt
Baron, 40- Bob Gay, 41- Beth
ed
ne·ed
Macey, 42- Ray Hnd, 43- Sue
beds
3087.
Lavimoniere, 44- Kathy Hallera d,'
45- Bob Gay, 46- Ron Pierce, 4714 and 15, the Eve MASIELLO, 48·- R. Mc
March
On
lost
Bridgew ater State College Choral govern, 49- Rose GLL, 50~- Pat
Society will be hosting the first Barron.
Mass. Sate Colleg e Choral
with
ring
puzzle
Lo~t: a silver
festival, with seven other state
flowers on it. Please return it to,
On Sunday night, March 2, from
colleges perforing. Since this is
Jeanne Fuller, room 324
overnight affair, the students 6:30 - 11;00 it will be Junior
Tillinghast. Reward offered.
the
in
Nite
from the schools will be needin a' Freshm an
place to stay that Friday night, Ra thskellar. It is open to only
St.
of
Gold chain with round medl
March 14. Members of the BSC Juniors and Freshm en. No guets
Mary. (Around Gym and Science
Choral Sociey are bing assigned ill be allowed. The feature d band
area) If found, contact: Linda in
, guets, and many faculty mem- is "Shade s of Satin".
~27 Great Hill. Thank You!
ng
- - - - - - -.......- - - - . bers have been kind in providi
300
OVER
aid to india ns
WITH
BT
.
housing
ski club
BE
TO
NG
NEEDI
NTS
STUDE
should have a broad academ ic
base ~ training and some degree
of practic al experie nce appropria te to the traineeship.
want ed
Peferen ce will be given to applicant s who plan to attend
e school and presently
gra<l,uat
.
Trumpe t and Trombone players
a comphrensive training
seek
for working show band. Contact
experience appropr iate to the
Marlene Marrocc ext. 361.
traineeship. Prefern ce will be
given to applicants who plan to
gradua te school and
as
attend
Needed
llBlack Lther Jackets
seek a comprehensive
ly
Tee.
present
Apple
,
costumes for Musical
training experience in supportive
If you have one to lend, contact
mental health services.
Joyce Mac at ext. 374. ThankInformation on the summe r and
you!!
year 'round Pre-pro fession al
ships and applications are
Trainee
room s
available from Dr. Henry Platt,
Drecto r , The DCVEREUX
Fou.n~ation, Institute of Clinical
kitchen
and
Livingr oom
Trammg, Devon, Pennsylv.ania
privieges: lean, spacious and·
within walking distance of town
center. Only 20.00 wee. Ca1l697-

perso nals
Charlie Brown: I'm not talkng in
circles but urn very confused over
matters that upset me. I'm sorry
if you're also confused - don't
listen to me then. Little Green
Lollpop.

for sale
Kevin A. - Thanks for trucking me
to Brockton You're helping me
meet my deadlines.
the Brotherhood-E.C.M.D. say
thanks for th reply message.
what's your
"Hey brothers,
play?" Dad.
anybody
Can
game?
Gaii, 1m not even sure how you
spell your name, but you've got to
be the hottest female on campus.
In a certain "Lady" Dr. of
Biology: That was some test you
gave us TURSDAY!! Are we
studying to be teacher s or Doctors?? Wake up will you.
Elfie, HPPY 19 TH BIRTHDAY,
Love your friends on the hill.
J . and T .A. - thanks a million.
You made my day a beautiful
one! Love you both. Dotty.

Hand made LATHER GOOD SBELTS , WALLETS, HAND·
BAGS, AND A WIDE VARIETY
OF OTHER GOODS. Also an
exclusive selection of pewter,
brass, and tiffany buckles. Fr
Info call Debbie at 762-0971 or
Kevin at 762-4551
Guinea Pg, $5.00 Black with white
stripe. 6 mos. old male. Tame,
friendly, easy to care for, quiet.
Allergic, must sell. Comes with
bag of food. 'Call (Braint ree) 8435790

Harmony Electric Guitar $40. w/new strings - just refinished natural walnut Also "Fuzz Face"
like the one Hendrix used $25.
Call Paul 335-4414.
Ski Boots - GARMONT Size, 9-91/2
Men's, Black Excel Condition - If
interest ed contact Joel Rm315

HOUSED, WE ARE ,STILL·

Scott ext. 356-357 or by mail BOX
1 4. 3. And I want the world to

know!!

109 Scott.

We are trying to forw a Ski
·Club here at Bridgew ater. SignuP, sh~ets are posteq ·.on .the
"Student Union Bulletin Boards.
Skiers and non-skiing students,
ths means el cheaPo prices and
hopefully mucho trips. For more
·information, o~ if you would like
tp get active involved contact Joe
Wadland (337-1166). Try to sign
up or call before Friday afternoonF'eb. 21st so that we can
get tings in rder for the

senio rraff ie

Tothe fool on the Hill! Stay away
from those potent juices and hit
the pre-medbooks. THE BITCH
IS BACK! The fols on lower.
Nummie- Happy Birthday. Yes,
you're 21 now. How does it feel?
Ma & Dad - Happy 21st Anniversary. Love,Your daughte r

Senior Cass Raffle Results: IstAnastasia TOUBL
Senior Class Raffle Results: 1stAnastasia Troubolos ($25.00) 2nd
- Mary Odin (G.A.F. Camera ) 3rd
- V. Ray (5th of V.O.) 4th Bob
Courtemanche (ese. of Schlitz
Mal Liquor) Thanks to all who
supported us!

r ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Tuesday, the 25th. There will be
meeting s on Thur sday and
Friday, the 20th and 21st in the
Green Room of the Student Unon.
Thursd ay' meeting is at 11: 00
A.M. and Friday' s meeting will be
at 1:15 P.M.
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Foundation
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Texas, Arkans as, Massac husetts,
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th "live-in" traineeships
12-mon
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offered to college
be
may
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F'o n
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Bridgewater State College is
LACKIN THE SPACE NEEDE D:",
cooper ating with studen ts at
That is why we are turning to you, Bristol Communily College , Fall
thf stlJ.dent body, as1Qpg that if River, in a drive to obtain
you will have~n~ e~ptybed or a bla)1k~ts and canned goods· for
sleeping bag in your room on Mhawk Indians of upper New
Friday, March 14," would please
York State. The project is· an
house a membe r of a visiting
outgrowth of concern over opchorus? They will arrive around
pressed groups as manifes ted in
noon on Friday, and depart by 5
the recent day-lon g campu s
P.M. Saturday. all the help you
program on aspects of hunger and
can give willbe greatly apneed.
Please contact Dr.
preciate.
The Mohawks have for some
Asselin n the Music Dept. offices
been engage d in a dispute
time
in Tilly, Ext.291, or Lynn Gilt,
U.S. Government overoc"with
Pope Hall, Ext. 382, or return the
on of alleged tribal lands
cuppati
slip below to either Dr. Asselin or .
Yrk-Vermont border
New
the
in
Lynn as soon as possible. reel
say attemp ts .
Indians
The
area.
.
free to ask any quetions- and
are being made to force them
thank you very much!
from lands they claim are theirs
under terms of a 200-year old
ces
.earth scien
treaty, and recent shooting incidents have included the critical
..
geog raph y
wounding .of an Indian child.
Blanke ts and canned goods
may be brough t to the circulat ion
C. Maxewell
" On Thursd ay, Feb. 'n, the desk of THe Clemen t
be
will
they
where
Library
hy,
Earth Science and Geograp
the
nt to
Wrkshop will be held in the S.U. collected for shipme
.
Indians
pm.
4
to
am
9
from
Ballroom
Exhibit s wi1l include tables on
Cartohraphy, Mineralogy, and
skiin g
Meteorology. Two slide shows
will be shown by Prof.
The Studen t Union"" Progra m
Enrigh t and Prof. Hoekzema
Comm ittee is sponso ring "A
Everyo ne is invited.
NIGHT OF SKIING" at MT. Tom
Ski Resort in HOLYoke , Ma. on
Feb. 22 nd , a Sat. eve~g from.
t-shi rt sale
5:30 - 10 p.m. The cost is $10.75
which includes:
.
-ski lift ticket
ce
-insuran
Beginning the week of Februa ry
-transpo rtation
24, the Class of '76 will sell T-rentals will also be availab le
Shirts across from the bookstore.
."
an extra $ 5 .
for
RED
"
There are three styles:
a
Booth
Info
S.U.
in
Sign-up
FOR
AND SOLID NAVY BLUE
For
ry.
necessa
is
$1
of
deposit
and
white
and
Juniors only;
those of you that don't ski - come "
KLLY GREEN FOR ANYONE.
Cost is only #3.00 - ($i.25 cheape r ~long anyway and enjoy a warm
flre and snow capped. mountain
than the bookstor.
Tom's Lodge.
9~ from UNCLE
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Hewlett-Packard introduces

a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21Scientific.

$125.00:

Now $125.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (-;)oP, -7-R) i
• do full register arithmetic eM +, M- f Mx,

M+);
• calculate a common antilog (lOX) with a
single keystroke.
The' HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1
y~ ~ 7T) and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's
problems as well as today's.

lx,

Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9, ounces for our
HP-35.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places, displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here)s what this unique
logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or re-structuring beforehand.
• You can solve all problems your way-the
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
• You solve al1 problems-no matter how complex-one step at a time. You never work
with more than two numbers at once.
• You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP·21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without fe-entering
them. The HP-2l becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-'21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
'doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800538-7922 (in Calif. 800-66'2-986'2)" for the .
name of a dealer who does.

HEWLETT~PACKARD
Sales and service £r0111171 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
hI~/trJ

*Suggested retail price excludin!-l applicable state and local taxesContinental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.
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Ho psterRecord 21 Wins
3 Losses
by Joe Silvi

What more can I say? If I was
smart Id just let you stare at the
record and dream that 500 BSC
students were flying out to
Kansas City because the Bears
were playing in the NATA finals.
But unfortunately I have a space
to fill in this paper ( and besides I
am not that smart).
Last Fiday night
the
Bridgewater Bears swept passed
a stubborn North Adams five by
the score of 90 - 7l.t The ballgame
was not decided until John McSharry calmly sank all of 5 free
throws in a row with th~ nobale
assist of two technicals on top of a
one and one situation. With the
help of those five freethrows
McSharry was ten for ten from
the charity line on the way to a 22
point performance. Helping him
towards the bears 19th victory
was the majestic performance of
G~~ Walcott who taUyed 34
points and hauled down 15
rebounds.
The following night was the
kind of game where words like ,

nip-n-tuck, heart-stopper, cliffhanger, nailcbiter and a few
phrases not found in Webster's
Seventh Edition would be used to
describe the action. The Bears
shaved Worcester State 59 - 56 in
what was not an illustious performance to say the least. The
Bears shot a mere 38%. John
Grazewski's (quack) bucket with
a couple of minutes left in the
game put the home team out in
front for the first time 'since early
in the game, Worcester hit only 2
of their last 16 from the floor
which didn't hurt the Bears cause.
Walcott was high man for the
Bearsat 21 points and Terry
McNama'ra had a fine per- "'and what ever he said would have
John McSharry with 20 while assists ( 197)". A big conferance
formance with 12 points and 11 fired up the Boy's Tabernacle
Walcott contributed with 18 of his game will take place against
rebounds, As Bob Cousy once Choir as the Bridgewater quintet
own AROUND THE RIM-,
Salem State Friqay night. A win
said" A win is a win is a win ... ";
rolled off 8 consecutive points to
The Bears have broken many' here will clinch at least a tie for
in this case Cousy· was right.
tie it. Then after an exchange of
records this season. Amoung the State Conferance ChamVictim twenty-one came baskets the Bears never trailed ,them are the assist records pionship.... A decision on the
tuesday night up in Framingham.
for the remainder of the game
broken by Steve Jantz. The 5' 8" NAIA Tournament will be made
The Rams had won six of their climbing slowly to a 38 -33 half.: junior in the past two weeks has this Sunday. The first game will
last eight and started the contest time lead. In the second half the broken the single - game mark be March 1st with the site yet to
trying to make it 7 for 9 as they
game was easily iced as the final
for assists with 13, the Single be determined;.. The final home
High season mark (presently he has. game will be next Wedriesday
raced off to a 12 - 4 lead. Then 80 - 66 would indicate.
Coach Knudson called time out
scorers for the Bears was Captain 153) and the career mark for 'against Lowell Tech.

P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'J~··~··~~
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sWImmIng
Karen Tewksbury is a 19 year old
sophomore from Cohasset
,Massachusetts. She is a Health
and Physical Education major
and has swam competativly for
four years. Previously, Karen
swam for the Cohasset swim team
and swims the breast stroke here
at BSC, Karen feels "the team
has grea t depth and can exspect
an undefeated season.
Janet Ward is a 22 year old senior
from
Lexington
,MSSACHUSSETTS. She swims
freestyle for the BSC girls team
and has swum competativly for
ten years. Jan previously swam
and captained the LiINGTON
High girls team and has been the
captain of the girls squad at BSC
for the past three years. U Our
first year as a varsity should be a
great one with a record of 8-0."

••••••••• ~~~~ ••••••• ~~ ••

I'BlJSJr~RMY~1
I: buses
The MAA will sponsori
to the BSe vs !
:Army game on SaturdaJi
:Feb. 22 · Sign-up at Sit

I!::!~.~:!!~.:................l
•
:•

•

Men's
,.:•
i lntramuraL .
:
Volleyball:

if
·':• ALL those interested
' .in:'•

June Hussey is a 19 year old
sophomore from Springfield J
Massachusetts. She is a Physical
Education major and has been
swimming for four years.
Previously June swam for
Cathedral High School ·where she
captained the team her senior
year. She specializes in the
breastroke and individual medley
here at BSC. June feels that the
team has a lot of potential and
spirit to have a very successful
season.

•:
:• playing volleyball,
•
•
: pickup roster forms in :
: Coaches' Uffice of" :
•
•
: l(elly gymnasium.
:
:• R osters may consist :•
•:• of" no more than 9' :••
•
•
:• players and must b,e :•
•
•
: r~turned to intramural':
•
•
: Office by IJ'ebruary
:
••
••
: 26th.
:
••
•
•
••
••
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Icemen Take·3 Of 4 • Bears Dump New Haven, Bryant,
Army Invades Saturday At Crossroads'

15

We~leyan

by Kevin Hanron
The "BIG GAME'" for
Bridgewater State's hockey team
has finally arrived. Yes; this
Saturday the Bears (8-9) will host
the U.S. Military Academy at
Crossroads Arena in West
Bridgewater at 8:30 p.m.
Of' COURSE, THE QUESTION
IN.MOST PEOPLE'" MINDS IS
THIS: "Can Bridgewater beat
Army?"
And the answer, based upon
the Bears record of five wins in
their last seven games, is "Yes"
BSC has won three out of four
games in the past two weeks in
preparation for Army, defeating
the University of New Haven,
Bryant College and Wesleyan
University, while dropping a 7-5
decision to Framingham State.
~. On February 4, the Bears
V .;travelled to West Haven, Connecticut for a game with UNH.
The results were more than
satisfying, as BSC defeated the
Division II Chargers in sudden
death overtime, 5-4. The rapidly
improving line of Brian Hanlon,
Pat Galvin and Jeff Dyment (all
sophomores) was an important
factor in the game, but freshman
defenseman Paul Kelly stole the
limelight when he won the game
with 3: 13 elapsed in overtime.
After returning home on
February 8 after 6 games on the .
road,. the. Bears ran jnto a oneman scoring machine in the form
of Framingham. State's Dave
Ker1~ail:"'ns6 did\i&e-a~'eartY2-

o lead" on JiQal$. Oy.chuck Healy
and Pa't Galvin .. B'ut Kerivan th~n
t09k over and, despite BSC's

shots-on-goal advantage of 43-24,
Framingham took the victory.
The Bears next victim was
Bryant College. The Indians had
come into the game with a 9-4

record and decisive wins over
New Haven, Worcester State and
Babson. But last Thursday BSC
scored an impressive 3-1 victory
over
the
visi tors
from
Providence. Although it was a
defensive game, the Bears /high
scoring sophomore line again
pressed the opponent into
mistakes. Brian Hanlon, Jeff
Dyment and Clay Small all tallied
for Bridgewater.
Last Saturday, the icemen
hosted Wesleyan University. The
'Cardinals' record (6-12) was
misleading in that most of their
losses have been to teams like
Middlebury, Colby, Williams, St.
Anselm's, Hamilton, Elmira and
Army--all
Division
II
powerhouses.
But BSCCAME
OUT IN THE OPENING PERIOD
AS IF THEY WERE GOING TO
BLOW
Wesleyan
out of
Crossroads Arena and all the way
back to Connecticut.
.
The Bears took a quick 3-0 lead
on goals by Paul Kelly, Chuck
Healy and Brian HaiUON, AND
THEN HUNG ON FOR A
THRILLING 6-~5t WIN. Again, it
was the Hanlon-Galvin-Dyment,
line that was most impressive,
while Chuck Healy and Paul Kelly
continued their improved play.
And, as was the case in each of the
. four games, goaltender Jack
Foley was, more than qd~quate.
CROSSCHECKING--The
Bears' leading scorer now is

Bridgewater State right wmger-Jerre Austin chases Framingham State's Steve Hall around.
Rams' net in S~turday night hockey action at Crossroads Arena in West B:::-idgewater.
(Photo by Al Pietrantonio)

night. Hopefully, Army will be
worn out by BC and be given a
solid drubbing, setting themselves up for a loss to the Bears .
But if Army defeats the Eagles ...
. . For the reco~d, Army's highscoring George Clark was named
ECAC Player of the Week last
l\lJ.ilton's·'Pat Galyjn.with.16 goals ' -week. ~rhiso seven-goal per~J~nd 28 assists. for 44 points,
formanGe against Wesleyan.. . .
. followed by Jim .• McKeon with
For those of you who naveii't se~n i:.~
23 goals and 14 assists for 37
the Bili~ewater State hockey
points .... An interesting situation
team this season and might want .
is found in Army's games this
to see the game against Army this
week. The Cadets play Boston
Saturday, here are the directions
College, a Division I school, on
to Crossroads Arena--From
Friday night, then
play
Bridgewater, take Route 28 north
Bridgewater State Saturday
to Rt. 106 west. Follow for 3 .

[ElAt: Division 11 Leading Scorers
GP

G

A

Pts.

Rost. Army.................

22

16

50'

66

Clark, Army...... .••••• .••

22

34

30

64

Mulien,A.I.C .••••••·.-......

··19

Alejandro,

A.I.C..........

·3£._ 27

23

20

Dunn, ~h!rr1mackfi"........ ~-:., 2~' -,,""',\2~......~

miles, and the arena is located on
the right just past the junction
with Rt. 24 ...... From points north
and south, follow Rt. 24 (expressway) and take exit 30W....

41
33

61

6r
58

From points east and west. follow
Rt. 106 to rink in West
Bridgewater.

By Jodie Bailey
Red Sox pitcher Bill Lee is
known as a rebel because he
speaks his own mind. He admitted
this when he came to speak to
Bridgewater State students on
January 29. He also admitted that
he is not a serious person and
doesn't let anything bother him.
Besides baseball, Bill likes
'..' 'hockey, basketball, and football.
He played football while he was
going to U. S. C. His idol is replied that trades don't mean a
commutes to Boston to play.
basketball player Dave Cowens.
Comparing Boston to New York
team will do well.
Success
Bill:sa:Y s hockey is a good game depends on team spirit and
he says that New York has a good
team but it is hard living in the
be better if management which is where
but it would
checking was eliminated. This Boston has its troubles. The
city and the suburbs are too far
away.
would alleviate the fighting and problem is deep-rooted and
there would be more shots, cultural. The team needs to
He has an advantage in Boston
because he knows the charactherefore, more scoring.
mature. The players are not in
teristics of the field and what the
On baseball, Bill said that he shape and morale is low. Players
ball will do once it is hit. He hates
has never seen a baseball player who are traded to another team
in shape. Some players (he in- do a lot better than they did in
astroturf and has never won a
game playing on it. He likes to
cludes himself) do not deserve to Boston. The coaches don't help
start every five games and he
be paid as professionals. He much in the minor leagues; they
believes that working conditions allow a new player to mature on
wins because he has determination and "the hitters are
and future. security should be his own. The pitching coaches are
dumb."
considered more important than good but there is only so much
Bill said a few things about
salary. It's hard to be a basball they can tell a pitcher, then he has
some of the Red Sox players. He
player because half the year to learnhimself. Managers pick
they're in the spotlight and then guys from their own training
discribed Yaz as compared to
camp to start in the games. They
Griffin: Yaz plays hard, ioo-150
they disappear for the winter.
games a year but he is temDuring the winter they can't don't consider the talent of the
peramental. Yaz will not play
skate, ski, eat, etc. - anything that other guys. Every member of a
outfield at the beginning of the
could cause an injury or get them team should be treated equally,
Bill likes Walter Alston as a
season because it's cold and when.
out of shape.
it rains his feet get wet. Griffin
Bill was asked about Boston's manager
chances ne"t season since they
Bill enjoy~ pl~Ying bas ball in
only plays 90 but he is quiet and
. hadn't made' any' tradePc·JIEt· .' Bos{o.u: lie Jt.V~s4n itoughtonand ; • .doeS} ,not~ e"wess his. ~motions~, '!

he'd get hurt. Harper had been
awarded Most Valuable Player"
two years ago. He didn't change
in those two years but th
"system" did. The coaches made
him a designated hitter because
'THEY DIDN'T LIKE HIS
THROWING. He was then traded
because "he didn't fit into the
scheme of things. H The Red Sox
, management trades to unload not
to get talent.
Yaz would not make a good team
Bill took advantage of an opcaptain because he does not have portunity to make fun of Tony
leadership qualities. Beniquez is Conigliaro when he was asked if
a good hitter but he is Tony had a chance to play again.
tempe.rmental. Miller will play Bill said he had seen him recently
anytime but he is not that great as at his club and he looked the same
a hitter. Guerrero has his head in as he did the last time" Bill had
the right place. He's in shape and seen him being carried off the
is dedicated but he is' field after being hit. Tony is good
temeramental and freely ex- because he's not afraid to face a
presses his emotions. Moret is ball going 90 mph. The only
"flaky" but then "all pitchers are trouble is he stays in front of it too
flaky" and being a left-hander is long. Seriously, Tony works out a
even worse. Carlton Fisk is in lot and plans to go to spring
shape but his problem is in his training. He's out of shape but
head. Fisk is "ignorant." He that doesn't make him any diflikes to think he rules the game.
ferent from the rest of the
Lee thinks the pitcher should have players. He thinks Tony will make
his own say. But, in spite of their it.
conflict Qn the field, Bill says he
Bill was asked what he thought
and Carlton are really close and of Charley Finley. He's "the
have done many favors for each good, the bad, and the ugly." He's
other.
a good organizer and user of
Bill explained why Smith and gimmicks. He started the night
Harper were traded. Smith didn't world series games and all-stars.
know what he warited. He wasn't Finley is eccentric - a kind of
,hu~tli~g ~e.c~~e. ~.e. "w,a~ ,~f~~id ""~~~ll H~~~,r.~, ~.~~~~~: / f;;" / : .' ~ ,:.
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Bill Lee
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.ECAt: Division 11
Hockey Standings
Team

DIvision

GF

GA

Merrimack (19-6-0)....................
Mlddlebury (13-4-1).....................
Hamilton (14-6-1 )••••••••.•••••••••••• ~.
Salem State (16-5-0)....................

18-2-0
9-3-1
11-4-1
12-3-0
9-4-0
11-6-1
11 ....7-0
9-6-0
7-5-1
8-6-1
7-6-0
9-8-0
6-6-0
5-5-1

149
70

67
47
68
56
58
68
67
56

Bowdoin (10-6-0) ..........................

St. Anselm's {13-7-1)...................
Lowell Tech (11-7-0)•••••••••••••••••••
Army (13-9-0)••••••••••••• "••••••••••••••
Buffalo {11-16-1).........................
UConn (13-7-1)............................
Q;swego State (11-7-9)...................
UMHSS (10-12-0)•••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Elmira (11-6-1)••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• ,
Ithaca (7-5-1) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A.I.C. (12-11-0) ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
W1l1iams (9-9... 0)••••• u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norwich (10-10-0)........................
N,gw England (4-10-0)•••••.•.••••••• ~ ••••
Colby (5-11-2)............................
Babson (7-7-0)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Boston State (8-16-0)••••••••••••••.•••••
B:ridgewater State (8-9-0)••••••••••••••
Holy Cross (8-9-0)•••••••••••••••••••••••
New Haven (6-15-0)......................
Brockport State (10-7-0)••••••••••••••••

84
72
77
125
75
75'
74
60
98
82

S4

2-6-0

28

5-15-0
1-6-0
1-7-0
1-12-0
0-6-0

69

53
78
77
51
51
91
79
91
76
79
41
126

26
28
37

61 107

14

32

9-11-0
7-9-0
6-9-0
3-8-0
3-10-2

51
48
101
70
72
.36

S4

. . . . ..a..

54
Defenseman Paul Kelly fends off Wesleyan right winger as goaltender Jack Foley tries
to follow puck. BSC wingers
Jeff Dyment and B:rian Hanlon are in background.
(Photo by AIPietrantdnio)

Grapplers Have
Winning Season

,-

6.....

By Terri Balduf
In theirmost exciting match of
the year, the Bridgewater State
wtestling team defeated strong
Norwich university 25-24. Led by
Dr. Emanuel Maier, and Captain
Rick Kenney, the men were
super-psyched for this meet: a
victory woul insure the Bears of
!-heir first winning season ever.
The exuberant crowd on hand for
the last home meet of the year
greatly added to the excit~ ment.
As always, the meet bean with
BSC forfeiting the 118 lb. weight
cass, giving Norwich 6 easy-tern
points. First to westle for the
Bears was freshman Tim
Townsend From the outset, the
126 lb. P.E. major from Fox boro
dominated, nearly pinning his
opponent in each of the three
periods. Accumulating a score of
18-6, Tim gave BSC its first team
points: BSC -4; Norwich-6. Karl
Kosinki, another freshman P .E.

major, was next up for
sohomore 'Jim Dicinson. In a
Bridgewater.
T~e 134 lb.
hard fought mach, the EL Ed.
Stoughton native was in control
major by way of Fayettville, New
throughout, never giving his
York, just couldn't seem to score
opponet more than a neutral
enough retaliating points. His
positin. With6-3 decision, BSC
loss made the team sce: BSC 19;
climbed into the lead, nver to be
Norwich- 10.
The next BSC grappler was 167
behind again. Team score: BSC
7; Norwich 6.
lb. Junior Jon Mondor. The P.E.
MAJOR WAS ONE OF THE
Senior Captain Rick Kenney
FEW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
stepped to the mat~ next in the 142
lb_ division. The El. Ed. major . OF Dr. Maier's invitation of
continued his winning ways,
teaching anyone interested how
pinning his opponent 1:20 into the
to wrestle.
Jon has - be n
second period. Incidentally, in 4
wrestling but two years, and
years, Rick has lost but one
experince proved to be the
match. Team score : BSC - 13,
determining factor in John's loss.
Norwich.
Team score: BSC-19,; Norwich-14.
Weighing in at 150 lbs., was
Eric Brunelle, a sophomore
freshman Chris Kelly. The Math
Politicl alscience major from
major made short work of his
Lowell, repreented the Bears in
opponent, convincingly pinning
the 177 weight class. A strong
his opponenl with 25 seconds
wrestler,
Eric
controlled
remaining the first period. Team
throughout the matchinally
score: BSC-19, Norwich 6.'
pinning his opponent in an exWrestling at 158 lbs. was
citing third perio. Team score:

BSC-25; Norwich14.
Sophomore Seve Seminario as
nex for BSC wrestling 191 lbs.
Know ing that as ongas he wasn't
pinned the team would win,'- the
English major moved cautiously.
In sacrificing a personal victory
13-2, Steve in surd Bridge water of
a team victory. Team score:BSC
-25, Norwich -18. Frank Joseph
son, weighing1641bs. wrestled for
theBEARS IN the heav weight
division. Frank wrestlesut of his
weight class in orderthat BSC not

automatically forfeit 6- team
points the team having no heavy
weight. Needless to say, with his
opponent weighing 270 lbs., Frank
was pinned in the firs period.
Final team score: BSC-25;"
Norwich-24.
We'd like to thank all the fans
that came and lent their support
at all our home matches.
coupled with the team's first_
winning season, will hope fully
lend supportfor the team's bid for _.
VarSity open door policy. '. -

*******************************
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BASK~;11JALL

** HSC vs Salem State
*
The Bears 21 - 3
**
The Vikings 18-.4
**

: See the battle of State College powers

:

8: 00 pm.

Friday Feb. 21

_M

*Intramural Champs vs JV's - 6: 00 ~

*

.

Woody's going to play.

..
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....
....
~
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